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thinks herself born to, than of her forgiving the authors
of her losing either."
It is not known what tactics she adopted to urge her
father to give his definite consent to a formal engage-
ment. It is certain, however, that her father's inability
to make up his mind was extremely disturbing for her,
and that her own determination was increased by his
lack of decision. In 1729, when Francis was suddenly
summoned to Lorraine by the death of his father, Maria
Theresa was unhappy and worried, but her resolve to
marry him never weakened.
Francis, who was now twenty-one, a ruling Duke
and rather sure of himself, had fully expected some
definite proposal from the Emperor before he left for
Lorraine, but Charles was as non-communicative as he
had been for years. Unlike Maria Theresa, Francis was
not personally grieved by this parting or the postpone-
ment of their engagement. To him she was above all
the heir to the Habsburg dynasty, and the fact that she
was then young, beautiful, and very desirable was of
secondary importance. Maria Theresa rarely recorded
her private affairs in letters, and when she did her
correspondents were instructed to destroy these letters
at once. Even as a young girl, furthermore, she never
had the foolish but pleasant habit of keeping a diary,
for she never allowed herself the luxury of being foolish.
It is difficult, therefore, to say whether she realised
Francis's relative indifference to her when she was
young, or whether this painful realisation did not come
to her until much later when he paid attentions to other,
women.
When Francis arrived in Lorraine the little Court at
Lun£ville must have seemed extremely dull after Vienna.
His late father, who had been so gentle that he was

